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About This Game

PRESENTATION

Save the world and find the girl of your dreams among 8 hot candidates in this sexy 'zombie invasion' style RPG/Simulation
adventure!
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FEATURES

8 gorgeous, immodest girls to romance (even marry)!

Tease them or seduce them, make all your fantasies come true!

More than 50 nasty blood-thirsty monsters to slaughter!

Use rifles, shotguns or even Kalachnikovs to succeed!

Modern settings: fight your way through an hospital, a school, even a fast food outlet!

Unique mix of simulation and RPG that rewards defeating the enemies fast!

CONTROLS

To move characters and the cursor, use the directional buttons on the game pad or the arrow keys on the keyboard.

ENTER/SPACE: Confirm, OK, Enter

ESC: Cancel, Menu

PAGE UP: Previous page

PAGE DOWN: Next page

If you're playing with the mouse:
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LEFT-CLICK: Move characters, Confirm, OK, Enter

RIGHT-CLICK: Cancel, Menu

ALT+ENTER: Switches between window mode and full-screen mode.

ALT+F4: Forcibly exits the game.

F12: Forcibly returns to the title screen.
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Title: Blood 'n Bikinis
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Juicy Melons Inc.
Publisher:
大きくて強い
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2018
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I love this game! I honestly think that this is better than its predecesors. It never lags, you can control the text speed, the
translation is more accurate and the graphics itself is better.. I remember playing the original like... 15 years ago?
Wonky handling, but with a cute charm, it tried to combine the likes of the original Trackmania, Flatout and INSANE with
some derivative NFS/GTA-style back-story, and although lacking, it was a nice timewaster for the ~$5 I spent.

This version is basically the same thing, but seems like it's been changed somewhat. It doesn't seem as good, feels like not all the
game is here, or maybe my memory is all rosy-coloured and this game really isn't that great.

I don't really recommend the game (I'd rate it more neutral, but really it isn't very good), as there are so many other games out
there from the similar era that are better - the afore-mentioned games would be worth checking out before this one.

Also, that finally boss was NOT that hard in the original game!. A very fun and enjoyable game that blends elements from other
games to create something that is unique in the tower defense genre. If you are looking to wind down after a long day then this
is a great game to do that with. It is fun but you do not have to over exert yourelf mentally. The game does need to be polished
in one or two spots but overall it is worth the price and worth your time so sit back and enjoy!. Realy nice, love it.
But add more players profile.. Makes your cars look brutal. Let's you "paint" your cars in several types of designs + colors.
worth the $0.99. This is a alright idea excuted poorly, i would rather watch Breadwinners than even try to like and play this
game for another minute, it could be done good, but it needed much more time than what was put in it, and to be honest this
game is not in the state to be good even when free. It really is a terribly executed clone of Smash brothers and doing the training
mode with one of the 2 characters that i did know of was a horrific experience all on its own.. So did you ever wonder how it
would be like to be a game developer? An indie one whose livelihood depended on it? I doubt it would be all fun and games
(pun intended) but you surely wouldn't resort to the same schemes as Warren, the protagonist of Dev Guy. You wouldn't, right?

Dev Guy plays like an adventure game with just controlling the bearded fella who can merely interact with stuff and use the
single item he might be carrying at the time. The deadline for app store uploads is next day but he manages to lose all his files
(okay, he's apparently not heard of cloud storage before) and goes on a hacker-equivalent of burglaring frenzy.

Hacking plays out as mini-games when Warren tries the various games whose assets he's stealing. Probably the only challenging
one is the platforming mini-game with lethal spikes; the rest are mostly very easy, rather shallow mini-games from various
genres like visual novels and puzzles. They are fun enough to play or try once so they get the job done.

Dev Guy is perhaps a parody of indie development scene. Indie games may be short, artsy games; (relatively) hard, punishing
platformers; one-trick ponies that charm for a couple of sessions that you then leave to rot to your ever-growing gaming library.
Why, some even look like they have their assets stolen from other games. Dev Guy looks like all the described games above at
the same time.

Being a free single-player game, should you play Dev Guy? Well, it's got a load of funny enough gaming and pop-culture
references for less than 1 hour of play time. It's not bad - though it's not that good either, but I think it could be worth a buck if
there was a price on it. In retrospect it looks like a mediocre compilation of a small developer team's handiwork that does not
really break the point to be considered a commercial product but just *might* work as a showcase for something bigger to
come.

I'm still just saying *might* because its visuals are unpolished (perhaps by design, I cannot say) and there's not much replay
value unless you really like the jiggly mode that looks like something they threw on top of it because it looks funny. For a
completionist, Dev Guy is easy one to 100%.

If after this review you find yourself thinking you might want to play it, I propose you install it. Then, one day if you find
yourself having nothing better to do, play it through: you'll get that nice 1 hour of entertainment you were craving for. It might
also get you thinking of programming, development or ethics of those things (if you are into such things) but that I cannot
guarantee.
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I really enjoyed the story and character development based on your choices within the game. I loved the art work and music in
the game, the comic was a nice touch to get the player up to speed on what's happened. Over all this is a great game to play
THANK YOU VIZ AND EVERYONE WHO MADE THE GAME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! <3. Good visual novel and easy 100%
achievements.. Not much of an experience when it comes to visual novels (only tried Cinders prior to this one), but I've heard
good things about ACE Academy and figured I might as well check it out. Boy did I get engaged in the story! It's nicely paced
with some quirky humour and a ton of "aww" moments... as well as an overarching plot that could lead to some awesome stuff.
So yeah. you got me PixelFade, certainly looking forward to the sequel.

By the way, pretty please with a cherry on top - Valerie After Story! <3 . Poorly optimized DLC battle. Getting 13 to 30 FPS
(tested on high and very high graphics level) on a system with GTX1080ti and 32GB RAM.
I own all other DLCs from WW2 only and they run at a perfect 60 FPS on Very High graphics level doing the same test.
SInce switching between battles corrects the FPS issues I can only come to the conclusion that this Raid DLC has performance
issues currently.
The DLC will be recommended once it performs better on my system.
. I found this game to be fun, relaxing, beautiful at times, a little bit too... 'trying for whimsy' at times, and overall quite good.
Worth playing if you want a simple, but challenging puzzle game with a lot of character.. SAMOLIOTIK AKA Steam greenlight
sim.

Russian and Simplified Chinese now available!:
Hello everyspuddy!

It is with great pleasure that we announce that Holy Potatoes! A Weapon Shop?! has now been localized in Russian and
Simplified Chinese!

We would sincerely like to thank our Russian and Chinese-speaking players for their patience! We understand that the addition
of these languages is long overdue, but now we can assure you that the quality of these translations are up to par -- of course, if
you guys find any issues with the translations, do feel free to comment on this announcement and we'll get back to you as soon
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as possible! We hope players can enjoy Holy Potatoes! even more now in their native languages!

To round off this announcement, we would like to introduce our new merchandise store, Holy Potatoes! Take My Money!!
[store.holypotatoesgame.com] The store is not officially open yet, but signing up for e-mail updates will give you 15% off
your first purchase on the site! ;)

Once again, Спасибо, 谢谢 and thank you all for supporting for Holy Potatoes!. Update 0.2.2 - custom controller layout
support:
Hi all, in this latest update you will now have the ability to re-bind controller buttons for all controllers that work with Nakiti
Generations so far! fixes have also been made to support more usb controllers.

The quality of custom keybinds will improve over time but this is an important start.. Free DLC for Oik 5 in Steam Store!:
Hi, bro! Oik 5 has new levels!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1037300/Oik_5__DLC/. Featured Song May 2016:
Featured Song May 2016: Bob Omb Battlefield by Draakor (Rytmik Ultimate)
https://youtu.be/DkjQ56728pA

Featured Song May 2016: Driving Force by Espilan (Rytmik Ultimate)
https://youtu.be/d29jya6u7fw

Featured Song May 2016: Trip to Pluto Remix by Whatever (Rytmik Ultimate)
https://youtu.be/3l3X4VIAO2U

Featured Song May 2016: Foggy Planet by Smash (Rytmik Ultimate)
https://youtu.be/JHEGmfgLspo

Featured Song May 2016: Deep, Dark and Deadly by JayBlu (Rytmik Ultimate)
https://youtu.be/54u_oIKnWwI. Version 0.6 is out:
New Background:
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New Soundtrack
and also fix a bug that in Windows, some soundtrack only play once then turn into silence. It is becoz there is an error happened
now when error happens, the mediaplayer will automatically restart thus the music will not be terminated.
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